
Introducing NY Rush Shirts: A one stop shop
for all apparel needs

New custom tote bags and t-shirts for Orange County

Food Tec are here. Carry essentials and show support

in style.

Our new Middletown ELA t-shirts and sweatshirts are

here. Stay cozy and proud, whether in class or at

home.

NY Rush Shirts Revolutionizes Custom

Apparel Orders with Lightning-Fast

Turnaround and Exceptional Customer

Service

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK, UNITED

STATES OF AMERICA, May 28, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- NY Rush Shirts, a

premier screen printing and

embroidery shop located in the heart

of New York, proudly announces its

innovative approach to fulfilling

custom apparel orders with

unmatched speed and quality. As a

leader in rush orders, NY Rush Shirts

simplifies the process of ordering

custom apparel, ensuring that

products are delivered quickly without

compromising on quality.

Understanding the critical need for

high-quality custom apparel on tight

deadlines, NY Rush Shirts offers a

unique online design platform that

empowers customers to create their

apparel effortlessly. This platform

provides an instant quote, streamlining

the entire ordering process from start

to finish. Whether it's t-shirts, hoodies, hats, or other custom apparel, the in-house production

team ensures top-notch results with rapid turnaround times, upholding the highest standards of

craftsmanship.

Key features of NY Rush Shirts include:

http://www.einpresswire.com


Whether you're on the court or in the stands, our new

Palisades Elite Basketball hoodies are a must-have for

every fan.

Feel the beach spirit wherever you go with our new

crewnecks and hoodies, designed for those who love

the coastal lifestyle.

Online Design and Instant Quotes:

Customers can design their apparel on

a user-friendly website and receive an

immediate quote. This feature makes

the ordering process fast and

straightforward, eliminating the

guesswork and delays typically

associated with custom apparel

orders.

In-House Production: All screen

printing and embroidery are done in-

house, ensuring meticulous attention

to detail and superior quality control.

By managing production internally, NY

Rush Shirts maintains strict oversight

over every step of the process,

guaranteeing that each product meets

exacting standards.

Exceptional Customer Service: A

dedicated customer service team is

always available to assist with any

issues that may arise during the design

process. Customers interact with real

human beings, ensuring a personalized

and responsive experience that

enhances overall satisfaction.

Eric Bonkoski, VP of Sales at NY Rush

Shirts, states, "We pride ourselves on

our ability to meet the urgent needs of

our customers without sacrificing

quality. Our goal is to make the process

of ordering custom apparel as

seamless and stress-free as possible.

By handling everything in-house and

providing top-tier customer service, we ensure that our customers receive their products exactly

when they need them and to their exact specifications."

NY Rush Shirts caters to a diverse range of clients, from small businesses and schools to large

corporations and event organizers. The company is equipped to handle orders of all sizes,

offering flexible services designed to accommodate the unique needs of each customer. This



adaptability makes NY Rush Shirts a trusted partner for those seeking reliable and efficient

custom apparel solutions.

About NY Rush Shirts

NY Rush Shirts is a leading provider of custom screen printing and embroidery services located

in New York. Specializing in rush orders, the company offers a seamless online design

experience, instant quotes, and in-house production to ensure high-quality results with quick

turnaround times. NY Rush Shirts' commitment to exceptional customer service and quality

craftsmanship sets it apart in the custom apparel industry.

The company's extensive portfolio includes a variety of custom apparel items, such as t-shirts,

hoodies, hats, jackets, and more. Each product is crafted with precision and care, reflecting the

company's dedication to excellence. NY Rush Shirts leverages state-of-the-art equipment and

cutting-edge techniques to deliver outstanding results that exceed customer expectations.

In addition to its core services, NY Rush Shirts offers comprehensive support for event

merchandising, corporate branding, and promotional campaigns. The company's expertise in

these areas helps clients effectively promote their brands and achieve their marketing

objectives. With a focus on innovation, quality, and customer satisfaction, NY Rush Shirts

continues to set the standard for custom apparel services in New York and beyond.

Derek Sterling

New York Rush Shirts

derek@promofect.com
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